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Abstract  11 
Energy storage is a key challenge to a sustainable energy supply. To design new 12 
storage systems accurate and representative thermal property measurements are 13 
essential. The T-history method is quick and uncomplicated, however numerous 14 
adaptations have been proposed over the years. In this study these methods have been 15 
classified and critically assessed based on their mathematical formulation and 16 
experimental configuration. They can be broadly categorized according to one of 17 
three assumptions regarding the heat transfer coefficient for natural convection: it is 18 
constant either as a function of time or temperature, or it is negligible. This work 19 
proves in addition that the heat transfer coefficient for natural convection, varies both 20 
as a function of time and temperature. This is demonstrated both experimentally and 21 
through rigorous simulation of the proposed configurations. Thus T-history methods 22 
which show the most promise for precise and unambiguous measurements eliminate 23 
convection by making conduction the dominant thermal resistance in the system. 24 
These techniques can be tailored to different materials and do not require a 25 
simultaneous reference due to the use of a rigorous fundamental model compared to 26 
the lumped parameter approximation. The addition of heat flux sensors to quantify 27 
actual heat losses are recommended for absolute measurement certainty.     28 
 29 
Keywords: T-history, phase change, convective heat transfer.  30 
 31 
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1. Introduction 33 
There is an ever increasing demand for energy due to global growth and societal 34 
development. The need for long term sustainability in energy supply options is self-35 
evident. To achieve this, it is critical to integrate renewable resources into existing 36 
energy mixes. A major issue with these options are the intermittency of supply and 37 
the misalignment with peak demand. One option to solve this problem is through 38 
energy storage. This will allow current systems operating at optimal efficiency to 39 
supply constant base load needs and potentially in the future enable renewables to 40 
fulfil this function. 41 
Thermal energy storage has been under investigation for many years [1,2] as an 42 
alternative to battery based chemical energy storage. Specifically phase change 43 
materials (PCMs) have emerged as a low cost option to achieve very high energy 44 
density in a wide variety of applications [3,4]. Latent heat thermal energy storage 45 
(LHTES) has the potential benefit of energy supply at effectively constant 46 
temperature, making it attractive for use in building heating and steam generation. 47 
Research has increased the number of available phase change materials 48 
significantly over the years [5,6]. However a major challenge still remains, namely 49 
the low thermal conductivity of these materials [7,8]. Many potential solutions have 50 
been proposed to overcome this issue, largely focused on the development of 51 
composites [9-15]. These composites and in some cases the PCMs themselves are 52 
inhomogeneous which makes accurate thermal property measurement difficult [16-53 
18]. To effectively design and size systems it is essential that these property 54 
measurements are representative and repeatable. 55 
Traditionally differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is used to measure 56 
properties such as heat capacity and enthalpy of fusion. However, the small size of 57 
DSC samples, typically 10-50 mg, makes obtaining representative results for 58 
composites difficult. In addition DSC can be very expensive and running one sample 59 
at a time, using a proposed scan rate of 0.5 K.min-1 for PCMs [19], can become 60 
extremely time consuming. For these reasons the T-history method [20] and its 61 
variations were developed. The approach is very cheap and simply measures the 62 
temperature of a sample and reference material, most commonly water, over time. 63 
This single measurement can, in theory, be used to calculate the heat capacity, 64 
enthalpy of fusion and thermal conductivity of a sample. 65 
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Unfortunately the simplicity of the measurement and the lack of a standardized 66 
methodology have led to a proliferation of alternatives and adaptations [21-27], both 67 
in terms of the setup used and the manner in which the data is employed to obtain the 68 
final property values [28]. This in turn presents an abundance of options for 69 
measurement but no clear method for distinguishing between the quality and accuracy 70 
of the techniques. Most approaches include a simultaneous correction step to ensure 71 
agreement with a reference material, but very few, if any, rigorously consider the 72 
fundamental validity of the measurement model and its associated assumptions. 73 
  While the suggested methods have been catalogued and reviewed [28], no study 74 
has as of yet demonstrated an unambiguous basis for selection of the optimal 75 
approach. The objective of this investigation is to discern between the wide variety of 76 
proposed modifications by formulating them on a common basis. In conjunction their 77 
validity will be assessed based on a key assumption of the T-history method: the 78 
suitability of the natural convection heat transfer coefficient of the reference material 79 
to accurately represent the heat loss experienced by the sample. This work uses 80 
numerical simulations and experimental measurements to demonstrate the issues 81 
associated with the original T-history method and its variations. Lastly the approach is 82 
recommended which circumvents these identified shortcomings. This work may serve 83 
to focus research on developing a rapid measurement technique which utilizes a more 84 
fundamentally sound basis. 85 
 86 
2. Review of T-history method variants 87 
2.1. The original T-history method 88 
The original T-history method [20] was aimed at simultaneously measuring the 89 
melting point, heat capacity, enthalpy of fusion, and thermal conductivity of several 90 
samples in a single experiment. It is based on the derivation of a model for the 91 
situation where a test tube containing the material in question is at a uniform initial 92 
temperature (T0) and is subsequently exposed to a lower atmospheric temperature 93 
(T∞). It is stated that the atmospheric temperature can be time dependent; however, 94 
this refers to the free stream or bulk temperature of the atmosphere. It is explicitly 95 
mentioned that if the Biot number is less than 0.1 the temperature distribution in the 96 
sample can be neglected and the lumped capacitance method can be used. The rest of 97 
the derivation is based on this assumption. It is stated that for natural convection a 98 
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heat transfer coefficient of 5-6 W·m-2·K-1 can be expected. Also all salt hydrates have 99 
a stated thermal conductivity greater than 0.3 W·m-1·K-1, which satisfies the Biot 100 
number condition. Using the measured temperature of the sample (T(t)) as it cools, the 101 
amount of energy leaving the system can be calculated as: 102 
∆ܧ ൌ න ܣ௧݄ሺܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ݀ݐ ൌ ൫ ଴ܶ െ ௙ܶ൯
௧೑
௧బ
൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௦௔ܿ௣,௦௔൯							ሺ1ሻ 
where h is defined as the natural or free convective heat transfer coefficient of air, At 103 
is the outside area of the tube, Tf is the final measured temperature and the subscripts t 104 
and sa refer to the test tube and the sample respectively. It should be noted that in the 105 
original derivation, it is not explicitly stated, but since the convective heat transfer 106 
coefficient (h) is immediately moved outside of the integral it was implicitly assumed 107 
to be constant over the entire time period. The assumptions made regarding the heat 108 
transfer coefficient and the heat losses are crucial to the validity of the overall 109 
approach. 110 
The same equation (1) is applied to both the sample, PCM, and the reference, 111 
usually distilled water. However, the time frames, over which the integration is done, 112 
are split differently. For the PCM three segments are defined: from time = 0, at the 113 
start of the experiment to t1, at the start of the phase change process (at which point 114 
the temperature is denoted Ts or Tm depending on whether sub-cooling occurs or not). 115 
Then from t1 to t2, at the end of the phase change process and finally from t2 to t3, 116 
which is an arbitrary time after solidification has concluded until the sample reaches 117 
what is called the reference temperature, or to avoid confusion the final temperature 118 
(Tf).  119 
The exact position at which the phase change process is deemed to have ended is 120 
not precisely defined and depends on the operator. For this reason some researchers 121 
[21] have suggested a more analytical definition of this point. On the other hand for 122 
the reference only two segments are defined, the first from time = 0, at the start of the 123 
experiment to t’1, which is the time taken for the reference to cool down to the 124 
temperature at which phase change starts (Tm or Ts). This may be different from the 125 
time taken for the sample to reach this point. The second period runs from t’1 to t’2, 126 
which is the time taken for the reference to reach the final temperature.  127 
To keep the following derivations simple it is assumed that the PCM does not sub-128 
cool and the phase change occurs at constant temperature (Tm), i.e. an ideal 129 
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thermodynamic transition. This neglects any sensible cooling experienced by the test 130 
tube during a test run. By taking the ratio of equation (1) for the sample and reference, 131 
over the first time period, one obtains: 132 
	׬ ܣ௧,௣݄௣൫ ௣ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ
௧భ
଴
׬ ܣ௧,௥݄௥ሺ ௥ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ݀ݐ௧
ᇲభ
଴
ൌ ൫ ଴ܶ,௣ െ ௠ܶ,௣൯൫݉௧,௣ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௣ܿ௣,௣൯൫ ଴ܶ,௥ െ ௠ܶ,௥൯൫݉௧,௥ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯ 						ሺ2ሻ 
where subscripts p and r denote the PCM and reference respectively. It may then be 133 
assumed that the two test tubes are identical both in terms of geometry (At) and weight 134 
(mt). Furthermore the sample and reference are both heated to the same starting 135 
temperature. As noted the time interval, t’1, is chosen such that the reference 136 
temperature at this time is equal to the phase transition temperature of the sample (Tm,r 137 
=  Tm,p), thus equation (2) simplifies to: 138 
׬ ܣ௧݄௣൫ ௣ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧భ଴
׬ ܣ௧݄௥ሺ ௥ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ݀ݐ௧
ᇲభ
଴
ൌ ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௣ܿ௣,௣൯൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯ 						ሺ3ሻ 
The L.H.S. of equation (3) represents the ratio of the heat lost from the sample and 139 
the reference over two similar time periods (since there is no sub-cooling) through 140 
convection. Unless the heat transfer coefficient is somehow measured over time for 141 
both sample and reference it is clear that these two integrals can be evaluated if and 142 
only if two primary assumptions are valid: 143 
1. The heat transfer coefficients are both constant over the respective time 144 
intervals. 145 
2. The heat transfer coefficients are both equal.  146 
When these two assumptions are satisfied, equation (3) may be simplified to the 147 
final equation given in the original derivation for the modelled liquid heat capacity of 148 
the sample: 149 
ܿ௣,௟ ൌ ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯݉௣
׬ ൫ ௣ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧భ଴
׬ ሺ ௥ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ݀ݐ௧ᇱభ଴
െ ݉௧ܿ௣,௧݉௣ ൌ
൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯
݉௣
ܣଵ
ܣ′ଵ െ
݉௧ܿ௣,௧
݉௣ 	ሺ4ሻ 
Here A1 and A’1 represent the integrals of temperature only. During the phase 150 
change, the energy change of the sample is more correctly described by: 151 
∆ܧ ൌ න ܣ௧݄ሺܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ݀ݐ ൌ ݉௣ܪ௠
௧೑
௧బ
							ሺ5ሻ 
where Hm is the enthalpy of fusion. In this case the ratio of the expressions for sample 152 
and reference (for the same time interval as before) are: 153 
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׬ ܣ௧݄௣൫ ௣ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧మ௧భ
׬ ܣ௧݄௥ሺ ௥ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ݀ݐ௧
ᇲభ
଴
ൌ ݉௣ܪ௠ሺ ଴ܶ െ ௠ܶሻ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯						ሺ6ሻ 
Again it is clear that the only way to evaluate the integrals is if the previously 154 
asserted two assumptions regarding the heat transfer coefficient are satisfied. If this is 155 
done one arrives at the final model expression for the enthalpy of fusion: 156 
ܪ௠ ൌ
׬ ൫ ௣ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧మ௧భ
׬ ሺ ௥ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ݀ݐ௧
ᇲభ
଴
		ሺ ଴ܶ െ ௠ܶሻ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯݉௣  
ൌ ሺ ଴ܶ െ ௠ܶሻ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯݉௣
ܣଶ
ܣ′ଵ 						ሺ7ሻ 
In this case A2 represents the additional integral. In the original paper [20] 157 
equation (7) contains an additional term which accounts for sensible energy lost from 158 
tube. This is only relevant if the phase transition does not occur at constant 159 
temperature.  160 
For equation (6) the integrals again represent the heat lost from the sample and 161 
reference but in this case the two time periods are less closely related than for 162 
equation (3). Thus, for arguably this most important property enthalpy, the original 163 
method not only assumes the convective heat transfer coefficients for these different 164 
and arbitrary time frames are constant but also exactly equal. The experimental rig 165 
used in the original investigation is defined as glass test tubes with a diameter of 10.4 166 
mm and height of 180.6 mm. The thermocouple diameter is given as 0.7 mm and the 167 
tip is placed 108 mm from the top of the test tube.  168 
 169 
2.2. Methods assuming a constant heat transfer coefficient as a function of 170 
temperature 171 
 172 
One of the earliest modifications was proposed by Marín et al. [22] and the 173 
mathematical analysis is slightly different. In this case the same energy balance is 174 
done as before, again for both the sample and reference and the ratio is taken. Most 175 
significantly however, this is done over a “very small interval”, the exact size of 176 
which is not mentioned. The interval is stated as being over a small change in the 177 
temperature ΔTi, which has the same size for both sample and reference. It is not 178 
explicitly mentioned but it may be assumed that this delta temperature is measured at 179 
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the point in time where the sample and reference are at the same temperature. This is 180 
based on the fact that all heat capacities used are stated as being at the same 181 
temperature (Ti) and two non-identical time periods are used (Δti and Δt’i). The latter 182 
implies that while the change in temperature is identical, it can occur over different 183 
time periods for sample and reference. In addition, instead of using the heat capacities 184 
and the enthalpy of fusion as done previously, the balance is simply done using 185 
specific enthalpy directly, thereby incorporating both prior quantities into a single 186 
value. Thus the original equation (2) is modified to: 187 
׬ ܣ௧,௣݄௣൫ ௣ܶ,௜ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧೔ା௱௧೔௧೔
׬ ܣ௧,௥݄௥൫ ௥ܶ,௜ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧
ᇲ೔ା௱௧ᇲ೔
௧ᇲ೔
ൌ ݉௣∆ܪ௜ሺ ௜ܶ െ ௜ܶାଵሻ൫݉௧,௥ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯						ሺ8ሻ 
The same assumptions can be made regarding the tubes as before. This looks 188 
similar to the original, however, by choosing the temperature interval for both sample 189 
and reference to occur at the same absolute temperature, the two primary assumptions 190 
required to complete the integration are modified to: 191 
1. The heat transfer coefficients are both constant over the small time 192 
intervals, Δti and Δt’i. 193 
2. The heat transfer coefficients are both equal when measured at the same 194 
temperature. 195 
In which case the equation can be simplified and rearranged to give the system 196 
model: 197 
∆ܪ௜ ൌ
׬ ൫ ௣ܶ,௜ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧೔ା௱௧೔௧೔
׬ ൫ ௥ܶ,௜ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧
ᇲ೔ା௱௧ᇲ೔
௧ᇲ೔
൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯∆ ௜ܶ
݉௣ ൌ 	
∆ ௜ܶ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯
݉௣
ܣ௜
ܣ′௜ 					ሺ9ሻ 
Similarly to the original derivation the published version of equation (9) also 198 
contains a term which accounts for the sensible energy lost from the tube if the phase 199 
transition does not occur at constant temperature. It should be noted that for materials 200 
undergoing a thermodynamically ideal phase transition or similar, the approach 201 
implies that the heat transfer coefficient for the reference at virtually a single instance 202 
in time is identical to that of the sample over its entire phase change period. The 203 
reason is that the phase transition occurs at reasonably constant temperature over a 204 
long time period while this temperature change occurs for the reference over a much 205 
shorter time. 206 
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This was one of the first experimental measurements to be conducted in a 207 
“motionless” enclosed air chamber (size not given) with a specified maximum 208 
temperature change of < 1 ºC. The experimental rig used is defined as glass test tubes 209 
with an inner diameter of 10 mm, thickness of 1 mm, and height of 250 mm. The 210 
thermocouple thickness is given as 0.127 mm. 211 
A related experimental methodology was proposed by Sandnes and Rekstad [23]. 212 
In this case three heated reference samples are placed on an insulating polystyrene 213 
square. The reduction in temperature is measured; the heat loss rate is calculated for 214 
each and averaged. Then, a polynomial fit of the heat loss rate is made as a function 215 
of temperature. Three PCM samples are then subjected to the same procedure under 216 
identical conditions. The previously determined function is used to calculate the heat 217 
lost from the sample at any given temperature and the energy balance is performed to 218 
determine the enthalpy change of the sample. This is also done over short time 219 
intervals, stated as being equal to the sampling interval. Thus instead of taking the 220 
ratio of the heat loss from the sample and reference, the heat loss rate from the 221 
reference is substituted directly into the energy balance for the sample, but only at a 222 
given temperature. 223 
This is very similar to the prior method where the heat transfer coefficients at a 224 
given temperature are assumed to be equal and thus by implication the heat loss rates. 225 
If the integration required in equation (9) is done at identical temperature values (Ti) 226 
and for the same incremental changes (ΔTi) in sample and reference, the ratio of Ai 227 
and A’i reduces to a ratio of the time intervals Δti and Δt’i. Thus equation (9) becomes: 228 
∆ܪ௜ ൌ 	∆ ௜ܶ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯݉௣
∆ݐ௜
∆ݐ′௜ 					ሺ10ሻ 
This can be restated as: 229 
∆ܪ௜ ൌ 	∆ ௜ܶ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯∆ݐ′௜
∆ݐ௜
݉௣ ൌ
ሶܳ ௟௢௦௦,௜∆ݐ௜
݉௣ 					ሺ11ሻ 
where ሶܳ ௟௢௦௦,௜ is the heat loss rate of the reference sample at the temperature Ti over the 230 
time interval Δt’i. This is identical to the model expression given by Sandnes and 231 
Rekstad with the exception that the sensible energy changes of the test tube (similar to 232 
both prior methods) and that of the sensor are subtracted from ሶܳ ௟௢௦௦,௜. The reason for 233 
the latter is the use of a significantly larger thermocouple (diameter = 12 mm) 234 
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compared to the prior experiments. In addition, the test tubes used have a diameter of 235 
31.6 mm and height of 107 mm. It is stated that the heat loss from the tube is 236 
independent of the contents; however, similarly to Marín et al. [22] the approach 237 
implies that the heat loss rate (or convective heat transfer coefficient) measured for 238 
the reference at a specific instance in time is valid for the sample across the entire 239 
solidification period.  240 
 241 
2.2. Methods assuming a constant heat transfer coefficient as a function of time 242 
 243 
A slightly opposing approach to the prior two was suggested by Kravvaritis et al. 244 
[24,29]. The experimental setup is similar to Marín et al. [22], with the exception that 245 
the container is actively heated and cooled. It should be noted that the heat transfer 246 
coefficient referenced and calculated [29] in this investigation [30,31] is for free or 247 
natural convection. This is not strictly valid for the experimental setup used since a 248 
heating/cooling source will inevitably lead to forced convection in addition to the 249 
natural convection caused by the test tubes. Instead of doing the energy balance for a 250 
time period where the temperature of the sample and reference are the same, as done 251 
previously, the energy balance is now done at the same instance in time. Thus 252 
equation (8) can be restated, but using effective heat capacity instead of enthalpy, as: 253 
׬ ܣ௧,௣݄௣൫ ௣ܶ,௜ሺݐ௜ሻ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧೔ା௱௧೔௧೔
׬ ܣ௧,௥݄௥൫ ௥ܶ,௜ሺݐ௜ሻ െ ஶܶ൯݀ݐ௧೔ା௱௧೔௧೔
ൌ ݉௣ܿ௣	௘௙௙,௜൫ ௜ܶ,௣ െ ௜ܶାଵ,௣൯൫ ௜ܶ,௥ െ ௜ܶାଵ,௥൯൫݉௧,௥ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯						ሺ12ሻ 
The same assumptions can be made regarding the tubes as before. For this case 254 
the temperature values of the sample and reference are completely unrelated, thus the 255 
two primary assumptions required to complete the integration are modified to: 256 
1. The heat transfer coefficients are both constant over the small time interval 257 
Δti.  258 
2. The heat transfer coefficients are both equal when measured at the same 259 
instance in time. 260 
In addition, it is assumed that the integral can be calculated numerically using the 261 
trapezoidal rule: 262 
න ݂ሺݔሻ݀ݔ
௕
௔
ൌ ሺܾ െ ܽሻሾ݂ሺܽሻ ൅ ݂ሺܾሻሿ2 						ሺ13ሻ 
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Substituting into equation (12): 263 
∆ݐ௜ൣ൫ ௜ܶ,௣ െ ஶܶ൯ ൅ ൫ ௜ܶାଵ,௣ െ ஶܶ൯൧/2
∆ݐ௜ൣ൫ ௜ܶ,௥ െ ஶܶ൯ ൅ ൫ ௜ܶାଵ,௥ െ ஶܶ൯൧/2 ൌ
݉௣ܿ௣	௘௙௙൫ ௜ܶ,௣ െ ௜ܶାଵ,௣൯
൫ ௜ܶ,௥ െ ௜ܶାଵ,௥൯൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯						ሺ14ሻ 
This can be rearranged to give the system model: 264 
ܿ௣	௘௙௙,௜ ൌ ∆ݐ௜ൣ൫ ௜ܶ,௣ െ ஶܶ൯ ൅ ൫ ௜ܶାଵ,௣ െ ஶܶ൯൧/2∆ݐ௜ൣ൫ ௜ܶ,௥ െ ஶܶ൯ ൅ ൫ ௜ܶାଵ,௥ െ ஶܶ൯൧/2 ∗
൫ ௜ܶ,௥ െ ௜ܶାଵ,௥൯൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯
݉௣൫ ௜ܶ,௣ െ ௜ܶାଵ,௣൯
ൌ ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯൫ ௜ܶ,௥ െ ௜ܶାଵ,௥൯݉௣൫ ௜ܶ,௣ െ ௜ܶାଵ,௣൯
݀ܣ௜,௣
݀ܣ௜,௥ 						ሺ15ሻ 
where dAi,p and dAi,r represent the approximated integrals. This is the equation given 265 
by the researchers but with the exclusion of the change in sensible heat of the tube 266 
during phase change and the use of non-identical surface areas for the tubes. The data 267 
visualization is formulated in terms of “an effective thermal capacity function”, which 268 
is in reality the temperature derivative of the enthalpy. An equivalent value can be 269 
obtained by dividing the calculated enthalpy change across the interval, equation (9), 270 
by the temperature change across the interval, giving: 271 
ܿ௣	௘௙௙,௜ ൌ 	 ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯݉௣
ܣ௜
ܣ′௜ 					ሺ16ሻ 
In this approach the heat transfer coefficient during the entire phase change time 272 
period is not assumed to be an approximately constant value (calculated from the 273 
reference) as in prior two investigations. Instead it is equal to the value acting on the 274 
water tube at the same instance in time, irrespective of the sample and reference 275 
temperatures.  276 
An approach which avoids integration altogether was suggested by Moreno-277 
Alvarez et al. [25]. Instead of doing the energy balance across a tangible time interval, 278 
this approach does the balance for an infinitesimally small time period. In this case 279 
the energy balance equation could be rewritten as: 280 
lim∆௧→଴
∆ܧ
∆ݐ ൌ ܣ௧݄ሺܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ ൌ lim∆௧→଴
∆ܶ
∆ݐ ൫݉௧ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௣ܿ௣,௣൯							ሺ17ሻ 
This can again be done for both sample and reference and the ratio taken to 281 
provide: 282 
ܣ௧,௣݄௣൫ ௣ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶ൯
ܣ௧,௥݄௥ሺ ௥ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ ൌ
lim∆௧→଴
∆ ௣ܶ
∆ݐ ൫݉௧,௣ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௣ܿ௣,௣൯
lim∆௧→଴
∆ ௥ܶ∆ݐ ൫݉௧,௥ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯
						ሺ18ሻ 
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This can be rewritten as: 283 
ܿ௣,௣ ൌ
lim∆௧→଴
∆ ௥ܶ∆ݐ ܣ௧,௣݄௣൫ ௣ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶ൯
lim∆௧→଴
∆ ௣ܶ
∆ݐ ܣ௧,௥݄௥ሺ ௥ܶሺݐሻ െ ஶܶሻ
∗ ൫݉௧,௥ܿ௣,௧ ൅ ݉௥ܿ௣,௥൯݉௣ 						ሺ19ሻ 
Equation (19) is equivalent to the one provided by the authors with the exception 284 
that the sensible energy of the sample tube is not accounted for. In the paper it is 285 
stated that, provided the tube areas are close to equal, the heat transfer coefficients 286 
may be taken as equal. Practically however, in order to compute equation (19) an 287 
assumption must be made whether to calculate the two temperature gradients in the 288 
equation at the same point in time or when the temperatures are equal. It is never 289 
explicitly mentioned but since experimental data is invariably collected as a time 290 
series progression it is logical to assume that the differentials are approximated at the 291 
same point in time. By implication the primary assumptions for this method are the 292 
same as for Kravvaritis et al. [24]. If the sampling interval is small the differential can 293 
approximated as the change over the sampling interval:  294 
lim∆௧→଴
∆ ௥ܶ∆ݐ
lim∆௧→଴
∆ ௣ܶ
∆ݐ
ൌ ൫ ௜ܶାଵ,௥ െ ௜ܶ,௥൯/∆ݐ௜൫ ௜ܶାଵ,௣ െ ௜ܶ,௣൯/∆ݐ௜ 			ሺ20ሻ 
This can be substituted into equation (19). It is then easy to show that, if one 295 
assumes that the temperature value for that interval is the average of the current and 296 
next values, Tp (t) = (Ti,p+Ti+1,p)/2, equation (19) is in fact identical to equation (15). 297 
No detail on the experimental setup is given since only data sets from prior studies are 298 
used. 299 
 300 
2.3. Methods assuming a negligible heat transfer coefficient 301 
 302 
A novel study was conducted by Lázaro et al. [26] at ZAE-Bayern. In this 303 
investigation, an insulated enclosure is also used but with some very specific 304 
modifications. Firstly, the interior air is heated or cooled using a heat exchanger and a 305 
fan to provide forced convective circulation. Secondly, the samples are housed in 306 
insulated containers. The dimensions of the enclosure and sample containers are not 307 
given. However, it is stated that the sample container is constructed such that the 308 
sample is heavily insulated. This fact, coupled with the forced convection inside the 309 
12 
 
enclosure, makes the insulation the dominant thermal resistance in the system. Thus, 310 
the convective heat transfer coefficient becomes largely irrelevant in the analysis.  311 
Unfortunately detail is not given on the mathematical model and data analysis 312 
technique used. However, the experimental setup makes it highly likely that the heat 313 
loss of the reference at a certain temperature is assumed to be equal to that of the 314 
sample at the same temperature. While similar to earlier methods, this however 315 
implies the assumption that the thermal conductivity of the reference insulation is 316 
equal to that of the sample, not the convective heat transfer coefficients. 317 
A similar approach was recently proposed by Badenhorst [27]. In this case, a 318 
cubic polystyrene container (13x13x13 cm) with low thermal conductivity (0.024 319 
W·m-1·K-1) is used. A cavity (3x3x3 cm) inside the container is filled with PCM, 320 
which is resistively heated and allowed to cool very slowly whilst measuring the 321 
temperature at the core and outer edge of the PCM. The container was suspended in 322 
air to avoid thermal contact with any surface. A rigorous fundamental model of the 323 
system was developed to predict the cooling behaviour. This can be used to determine 324 
the melting point, heat capacity, enthalpy of fusion, and thermal conductivity of a 325 
given sample.  326 
The exterior of the container is assumed to be at ambient temperature (measured 327 
throughout the experiment) and thus the convective heat transfer is not relevant. This 328 
work demonstrated that a large temperature gradient can develop between the core 329 
and outer edge of the PCM even during extremely slow cooling. The approach has the 330 
added advantage of not requiring a reference sample. This is made possible by fully 331 
accounting for heat losses from the system through an accurate conduction model.  332 
Additionally, recent work by Tan et al. [32] has demonstrated that, due to the 333 
transient nature of the measurement, it is also critical to consider the thermal mass of 334 
the insulation during such measurements. 335 
 336 
3. Methods and calculations 337 
Two basic experiments were done to provide the data required for the estimation 338 
of the convective heat transfer coefficient during a typical T-history method test. First, 339 
a test tube was filled with distilled water and heated in a lab convection oven to a set 340 
temperature. The tube was then exposed to ambient air and allowed to cool. This is 341 
done by placement on a flat polystyrene base (thermal conductivity: 0.024 W·m-1·K-1) 342 
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in a large open room. This is very similar to the experimental setup of Sandnes and 343 
Rekstad [23]. A variety of test tubes were tested in this configuration, with 344 
dimensions given in Table 1. 345 
 346 
Table 1: Dimensions of test tubes used in the experimentation 347 
Length (mm) 150 153 113 
Inner Diameter (mm) 15 24 28 
Thickness (mm) 1 1 2 
 348 
The temperature of the fluid was measured using a thermocouple located at the 349 
centre of the test tube. A variety of thermocouples were tested with diameters of 6, 1.5 350 
and 0.2 mm, respectively. The ambient air was also measured and both signals 351 
digitally sampled. Every combination of tube and thermocouple were tested. During 352 
the second test, two identical test tubes were filled with liquids and heated in an oven 353 
to a predetermined temperature. The two tubes were then exposed to ambient air and 354 
allowed to cool, by placement on a wooden test tube rack in a large open room. The 355 
tubes were located 40 mm apart and were either both filled with distilled water or one 356 
filled with water and one with ethanol. The same configuration is used to generate T-357 
history data for a PCM, myristic acid, using distilled water as reference. Myristic acid 358 
(CAS 544-63-8) with a purity >95% was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 359 
Numerical simulation was done in the commercial package ANSYS Fluent ®. 360 
Fluids were modelled as constant density while the ambient air was modelled using 361 
the ideal gas law. This captures natural convection in the air space but neglects such 362 
movement in the fluid within the tube. The exception is when modelling the PCM, in 363 
which case the Boussinesq approximation is used. This accounts for the body force 364 
experienced by the fluid phase due to buoyancy. Simulations are conducted in double 365 
precision and the convergence limits on continuity (and velocity) and energy are 366 
0.001 and 1x10-6, respectively. The PRESTO! algorithm and SIMPLE scheme are 367 
used for pressure spatial discretization and the pressure-velocity coupling. Grid size is 368 
varied from 1 mm intervals at the test tube up to 20 cm at the edges of the container 369 
depending on its size. Flow is assumed to be laminar and Newtonian while thermos-370 
physical properties are assumed constant. 371 
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The temperature of the PCM remains high during phase change while the 557 
reference fluid cools to ambient. An extreme case is demonstrated by Ref fluid B 558 
which has significantly lower thermal capacity. It cools rapidly to ambient, resulting 559 
in very limited convection around the reference tube after approximately 20 min. By 560 
suitable choice of the reference an improved estimate may be achieved, but it would 561 
be impossible for the convection coefficients to be equal due to the effect of phase 562 
change. 563 
Thus despite the fact that the sample and reference heat transfer coefficients may 564 
be correlated both in time and temperature, they cannot be equal at any given time or 565 
temperature. Hence there will always be an associated error in every derivation using 566 
convective heat losses as part of the calculation through the energy balance. This is 567 
true whether the method involves integration [20,22,24] or differentiation [25]. The 568 
only way in which this error can be eliminated is by removing it from the 569 
computation, as is done in the third class of methods. 570 
To achieve this it may be assumed that the convective resistance of the system 571 
should be less than 5% of that of the conductive. Using the standard expressions for 572 
these variables [33] it may be shown that for an enclosure using the polystyrene 573 
material mentioned earlier [27] (k~0.024 W.m-1.K-1), a will thickness of 32 mm would 574 
be required. For this case the convective heat transfer coefficient is assumed to be 15 575 
W.m-2.K-1 in accordance with the average, measured natural convection values. The 576 
thickness can be further reduced if a forced convection setup like the one of Lázaro et 577 
al. [26] is used. In this manner the system can be tailor-made for a specific PCM to 578 
achieve the optimal cooling rate. 579 
The experimentally determined values for the convective heat transfer coefficients 580 
are in the region expected for natural convection 10 - 25 W·m-1·K-1 [33]. However, 581 
they are notably higher than the range of expected coefficients given by Yinping et al. 582 
[20] as 5 - 6 W·m-1·K-1. Most T-history methods assume validity of the lumped 583 
parameter model. To satisfy the Biot number requirement with the current values, 584 
materials with thermal conductivities significantly higher than 1 W·m-1·K-1 on 585 
average would be required, which excludes many PCMs. Furthermore as can be seen 586 
from Figure 7, the boundary layer surrounding a tube grows in size, as would be 587 
expected, from the bottom to the top. In addition, the linear velocity increases along 588 
the tube. This is due to the buoyant force applied to the air, which increases as the air 589 
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heats up during flow past the tube. As a result of these boundary layer and velocity 590 
variations, the convective heat transfer coefficient can vary by up to a factor of three 591 
between the top and bottom of the tube. 592 
This demonstrates the inaccuracy of using a single heat transfer coefficient for the 593 
entire tube. Furthermore, it raises doubts regarding the assumption that the Biot 594 
number is satisfied at all positions on the tube for PCM experiments, especially for 595 
tubes which have a large aspect ratio.  As mentioned, the lumped parameter model 596 
was not developed for a system where heat is released. High thermal gradients in the 597 
sample have been found experimentally and through detailed modelling [27], in direct 598 
contradiction with the use of the lumped parameter model. This conclusion is 599 
supported by the recent work of Mazo et al. [34] which clearly demonstrates the effect 600 
of radial thermal gradients inside T-history samples cannot be neglected. Thus for all 601 
of these reasons it is evident that the application of the lumped parameter method 602 
should be avoided in favour of more rigorous and accurate representations.  603 
 604 
5. Conclusions and recommendations 605 
Energy storage remains a key issue in developing a sustainable energy mix. The 606 
production of new phase change composite materials for thermal energy storage 607 
necessitates accurate and representative measurement of their properties. While the T-608 
history method offers a quick and simple solution, it has led to a wide variety of 609 
alternatives and adaptions. None of these methods follow a standardized approach and 610 
selecting between them has become very difficult. 611 
It has been demonstrated that most of these variants can be classified into three 612 
distinct classes: 613 
1) Methods which assume the convective heat transfer coefficient is equal for 614 
sample and reference at the same temperature. 615 
2) Methods which assume the convective heat transfer coefficient is equal for 616 
sample and reference at the same point in time, since the start of the 617 
experiment. 618 
3) Methods which assume the convective heat transfer coefficient is negligible, 619 
achieved by making conduction the dominant thermal resistance in the system. 620 
Both numerical modelling and experimental work have been used to test the 621 
validity of the assumptions underlying the first two groups of models. This work has 622 
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demonstrated that the convective heat transfer coefficients which develop under 623 
natural or free convection are highly variable. The primary cause is the random and 624 
disordered air flow which develops. It is however clear, that for two different fluids, 625 
cooling down under these conditions it can never be stated that the convective heat 626 
transfer coefficients are equal. 627 
The convective heat transfer coefficients do however, exhibit varying degrees of 628 
correlation as a function of both time and temperature. The latter is due to the fact that 629 
the temperature of the material in question drives the buoyant force which creates the 630 
convective effect. At higher temperatures this effect is increased (lowered air density) 631 
and higher convective heat transfer is achieved. However, due to the fact that the air 632 
flow zones which develop around the cooling sample and reference are mutually 633 
interrelated time based fluctuations manifest on both. Thus, at any given point in time, 634 
these random variations can shift the coefficient away from the value expected at a 635 
given temperature in both sample and reference. 636 
This is particularly problematic for phase change materials in cases where the 637 
instantaneous value of the heat transfer coefficient for the reference is used for the 638 
entire solidification time period. In addition, if the reference is chosen incorrectly the 639 
sample may be undergoing solidification at the melting temperature while the 640 
reference has cooled down to ambient. Comparing heat transfer coefficients under 641 
such conditions would introduce significant error. 642 
Furthermore, it was revealed that significant spatial variation of the heat transfer 643 
coefficient occurs on the tube with cross flow effects possible between two tubes. 644 
This, in conjunction with other effects such as convective forcing and sample thermal 645 
gradients make it clear that a more rigorous model is needed and the lumped 646 
parameter approach should not be used. The problem is overcome in the third class of 647 
models. In this case conduction is engineered to be the dominant thermal resistance in 648 
the system, thereby removing any uncertainty associated with the convective heat 649 
transfer coefficient. 650 
These systems can be constructed to reduce the experimental time to a minimum 651 
for a given PCM composite. Furthermore the system can be fully analysed 652 
analytically, thereby making the simultaneous reference sample complimentary rather 653 
than required. Therefore, it is recommended that future effort is focused on 654 
developing the third class of T-history method systems. Additional effort should be 655 
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placed on verifying the achieved conduction losses in this configuration through the 656 
use of heat flux sensors to physically measure these values. In this manner all factors 657 
can be accounted for and the analytical model of the method fully verified. 658 
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 669 
Nomenclature 670 
 671 
All values are in SI standard units 672 
 673 
Tm Melting temperature 674 
Tm,p Melting temperature PCM 675 
Tm,r Melting temperature reference 676 
Ts Sub-cool temperature 677 
T0 Initial temperature 678 
T0,p Initial PCM temperature 679 
T0,r Initial reference temperature 680 
Tf Final temperature 681 
T∞ Ambient or atmospheric temperature 682 
T(t) Temperature as a function of time (sample or reference) 683 
∆Ti Temperature change at interval i 684 
Ti Temperature at interval i 685 
Ti+1 Temperature at interval i+1 686 
Tp,i PCM temperature at interval i 687 
Tr,i Reference temperature at interval i 688 
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Tp PCM temperature  689 
Tr Reference temperature  690 
∆E System energy loss 691 
t0 Initial time (t=0) 692 
tf Final time 693 
∆ti Time change at interval i 694 
As Surface area 695 
At Heat transfer area (of test tube) 696 
At,p Heat transfer area (of PCM test tube) 697 
At,r Heat transfer area (of reference test tube) 698 
h Convective heat transfer coefficient 699 
h(T) Convective heat transfer coefficient as function of temperature 700 
hp Convective heat transfer coefficient (of PCM test tube) 701 
hr Convective heat transfer coefficient (of reference test tube) 702 
t Time 703 
mt Mass of test tube 704 
mt,p Mass of reference test tube 705 
mt,r Mass of sample test tube 706 
msa Mass of sample 707 
mp Mass of PCM 708 
mr Mass of reference 709 
cp Heat capacity  710 
cp eff,i Effective heat capacity of PCM at interval i 711 
cp,l Heat capacity of liquid 712 
cp,s Heat capacity of solid 713 
cp,t Heat capacity of test tube 714 
cp,sa Heat capacity of sample 715 
cp,r Heat capacity of reference 716 
cp,p Heat capacity of PCM 717 
Hm Enthalpy of fusion 718 
∆Hi Enthalpy change across interval i 719 
 ሶܳ ௟௢௦௦,௜ Heat loss at interval i 720 
ρ Density 721 
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V Volume 722 
 723 
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